
Learners will increase their understanding of gravity, energy, design, materials, and investigation!

• Rubber bands are best reserved for children with more advanced fine motor skills. Binder clips are a better alternative for 
younger learners!

• Having three to five initial distance/target tests will help leaners get a feel for how to launch their projectiles before they begin 
tweaking and altering their designs.

• To practice data capture, create a chart or simple table to record distances and heights for each launch.

• Learners are not limited to catapults! They are welcome to explore other creative uses and properties of the materials. You can 
also make harmonicas with the same materials. This concept reinforces the Parts, Purposes, & Complexities thinking routine.

• Small, Lightweight Projectiles (e.g., pom poms, ping pong balls, marshmallows, bouncy balls, cotton balls, etc.) 
• Craft Sticks (small, large, or a combination) 
• Binder Clips (1 inch, or whatever you have available!) 
• Rubber Bands and/or Duct Tape & Hot Glue 
• Plastic Spoons or Disposable Bottle Caps
• Stick-like Objects (e.g., Markers, Colored Pencils, Sticks, Dowels, Clothes Hangers, etc.)
• A Target! And also a way to measure distance

Play with the different projectiles. 
Study their materials and drop them 
from various heights to see how they 
behave. What makes each material 
different or similar?  Do they behave 
in similar or different ways?

Examine the building materials along 
with the provided images. What are 
the parts of a catapult? What are the 
purposes of the parts? And how do 
those parts fit, hold, and work 
together? 

IN STEP 1 YOUR CHILD IS PRACTICING:
- Material exploration
- Design sensitivity
- Parts, Purposes, & Complexities 

thinking routine

CATAPULTS

Draw a picture of the catapult that 
you’d like to build using your available 
materials. Now let’s build!

Encourage and highlight target (no 
pun intended!) vocabulary:

Projectile: An object thrown or 
projected forward.

Fulcrum: The point on which a lever 
rests. In the first image, the fulcrum is 
the set of craft sticks perpendicular to 
the spoon. 

Hypothesize about which projectile 
will travel the farthest.

3-2-1 Blast Off! Use your catapult to 
experiment with launching the 
projectiles! Place your target and 
measuring tape (or ruler) to record 
distance. Remember eye safety!

Encourage and highlight target 
vocabulary (far, farther, farthest; high, 
higher, highest). Why do you think 
some balls move further than others?

(Re)design and (re)test the catapult!

IN STEP 3 YOUR CHILD IS PRACTICING:
- Measurement
- Use of the engineering design 

process (EDP)

IN STEP 2 YOUR CHILD IS PRACTICING:
- Observational drawing
- Vocabulary
- Motor Skills



CATAPULTS

Materials Used:

Craft Sticks
Plastic Spoon
Rubber Bands
Optional: Hot Glue

Materials Used:

Craft Sticks
Bottle Cap
Binder Clip
Hot Glue
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